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Amy vintage table lamp is a lighting 
design inspired by one of the great-
est British singers and songwriters 
of all times. With a glossy black 
lampshade that resembles her icon-
ic hair and a small brass detail that 
reminds us of her golden earring, 
DelightFULL was able to create an 
unforgettable reading light perfect 
for any music aficionado. 100% 
handmade in Portugal, with a 
gold-plated finish and a glossy black 
coat applied to the body, this small 
brass lamp is perfect for a vintage 
bedroom, or a retro home office.

CLICK TO SEE MORE

AMY

BLACK COPPER BLACK GOLD BLACK NICKEL WHITE GOLD WHITE NICKEL WHITE COPPER
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A modern interpretation of the 
atomic age, Atomic mid-century 
desk lamp was inspired by the mo-
lecular composition of the atom. 
With a body handmade in brass 
and steel, this large table lamp fea-
tures a set of 4 round spotlights all 
arranged in an abstract organic 
composition. Weighing in at almost 
20 pounds, Atomic table light has 
several gold-plated elements that 
turn it into a sophisticated option 
perfect for a modern home office, 
or a contemporary living room.

CLICK TO SEE MORE

ATOMIC

BLACK COPPER BLACK GOLD BLACK NICKEL WHITE GOLD WHITE NICKEL WHITE COPPER
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Representing everything that a tri-
pod table lamp should be, Barry 
mid-century desk lamp is a hand-
made piece produced in Portugal 
by some of the finest artisans in the 
business. This brass lighting design 
features a shade and a top cover 
made in aluminum, top coated in 
black matte and white matte, which 
can be customized. The shade has 
a nickel plated finish, emphasiz-
ing the contemporaneity of this 
fine bedroom table lamp. Go-
ing as high as 13’, this is fantas-
tic task and reading light for bed. 

CLICK TO SEE MORE

BARRY

BLACK COPPER BLACK GOLD BLACK NICKEL WHITE GOLD WHITE NICKEL WHITE COPPER
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Basie table light is a vintage mid-cen-
tury lamp with distinct features that 
make it stand out in any room set-
ting. Handmade in brass, with an 
aluminum shade and a marble base, 
it features a top cover that can be 
customized with any RAL color of 
your choosing. Looking its best in 
more formal settings, this graciously 
large table lamp is the perfect fit for 
a classic living room or entryway.

CLICK TO SEE MORE

BASIE

WHITE GOLD
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Billy is a mid-century modern table 
lamp with all the sophistication of 
an iconic lighting design. This task 
lamp is one of DelightFULL’s most 
versatile pieces. With an extend-
able arm it can reach almost 24’’, 
making it the perfect reading lamp, 
very easy to adjust. Its body and 
shade are handmade in brass and 
aluminum. The black table lamp also 
features a gold-plated finish and a 
black textile wire, which can all be 
customized to fit your decor needs. 
The perfect study table lamp, this is 
definitely the lighting fixture you will 
want in your modern home office.

CLICK TO SEE MORE

BILLY

BLACK COPPER BLACK GOLD BLACK NICKEL WHITE GOLD WHITE NICKEL WHITE COPPER
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The embodiment of the most famous 
wind instrument of them all, Botti 
mid-century table lamp was inspired 
by a classic trumpet. Its unique 
shades are handmade in brass with 
a gold-plated finish to resemble a 
real trumpet. The base can be pro-
duced in Nero Marquina or white 
marble, as well as black nickel or 
any other finish of your choosing. 
It is a tall table lamp, very hard to 
miss, with almost 55 pounds, mak-
ing it the ideal choice for a clas-
sic living room design. This vintage 
brass table lamp will definitely make 
a statement in your luxurious home.

CLICK TO SEE MORE

BOTTI

BLACK GLOSSY BLACK MARBLE 
COPPER

BLACK MARBLE NICKEL PLATED WHITE GLOSSY WHITE MARBLE
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The mid-century Coltrane table light 
is a modern lighting fixture, which 
embodies the contemporary prin-
ciples of minimalism. With this in 
mind, DelightFULL’s designers came 
up with a minimal black table lamp 
with three tubes that cast the most 
soothing glaze. This modern desk 
lamp is handmade in brass and 
steel, with a gold-plated base that 
is topped up with a black matte fin-
ish on the three shades. It serves as 
a great bedside table lamp, as well 
as a unique entryway table light.

CLICK TO SEE MORE

COLTRANE

BLACK NICKEL
GREY POWDER

BLACK & GOLD 
POWDER

GOLD WHITE 
WHITE

NICKEL BLACK 
WHITE

NICKEL GOLD 
GOLD POWDER

WHITE GOLD 
GOLD POWDER

WHITE NICKEL 
GREY POWDER
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Diana is a vintage table lamp inspired 
by some of the greatest design classics 
of the mid-century era. It is a handmade 
lamp built with materials such as brass 
and aluminum. Brass was used on the 
body, whilst aluminum was chosen for 
the shade. The aluminum shade is lac-
quered a glossy red on the outside and 
white matte on the inside, while for the 
body a nickel-plated finish was cho-
sen. However, both these colors and 
finishes can be customized according 
to your needs. This small lamp is easily 
the perfect reading light, having a mov-
able and adjustable shade, that casts 
light to where it is needed. It best fits 
more minimalist or industrial environ-
ments. The perfect study table lamp.

CLICK TO SEE MORE

DIANA

BLUE NICKEL BLUE BLACK
NICKEL

RED NICKEL RED GOLD WHITE GOLD WHITE NICKEL
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A majestic tall table lamp, Donna 
has come to redefine everything 
we have ever seen in the lighting 
design world. Almost 28 inches 
high, this brass desk lamp is much 
more than that. Handmade in 
brass and Estremoz marble, both 
the body and the shade received 
a gold-plated finish in order to em-
phasize its luxurious characteris-
tics. Probably DelightFULL’s most 
exclusive design, this gold desk 
lamp features elegant handmade 
details all around the shade, giv-
ing it a Hollywood glamorous feel-
ing. With an exquisite design, it 
suits any classic entryway or din-
ing room. It is also the perfect table 
lamp for living room environments. 

CLICK TO SEE MORE

DONNA

COPPER & 
ESTREMOZ 

MARBLE

COPPER & 
PORTORO
MARBLE

GOLD & 
ESTREMOZ 

MARBLE

GOLD & 
PORTORO
MARBLE

NICKEL & 
ESTREMOZ 

MARBLE

NICKEL & 
PORTORO
MARBLE
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Sophisticated like a Mercedes-Benz, 
Janis is a mid-century modern table 
lamp inspired by one of the greatest 
female rock stars of the 20th centu-
ry.  Almost 28 inches-high, this sleek 
tall table lamp is a contemporary 
reinterpretation of the best mid-cen-
tury lighting design classics. 100% 
handmade in brass by some of the 
finest artisans in Portugal, Janis has 
a gold-plated finish that comes to 
enhance its luxurious features. An 
unforgettable brass lighting de-
sign that sits well in a classic living 
room, or a modern entryway. This 
gold desk lamp could also make a 
statement in your new home office. 

CLICK TO SEE MORE

JANIS
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Marcus table lamp was inspired by 
Dieter Rams strict design philosophy 
and timeless aesthetic. This contem-
porary black table lamp is one of 
DelightFULL’s most versatile pieces. 
With only 11 inches, it is hand-
made in brass, aluminum, steel and 
acrylic, which are all combined to 
make the best lighting design. The 
body features a nickel plated finish, 
while the base and the shade are 
built in aluminum and lacquered a 
black matte to create a more neu-
tral expression and showcase the 
versatility of the small table lamp. 
With its minimalist vibe, it could 
definitely be used as a nightstand 
lamp in a Scandinavian bedroom. 
It is also a great modern desk lamp 
that would look incredible in a 
more contemporary home office.

CLICK TO SEE MORE

MARCUS

BLACK MATTE 
COPPER

BLACK MATTE 
GOLD

BLACK MATTE 
NICKEL

WHITE MATTE 
COPPER

WHITE MATTE 
GOLD

WHITE MATTE 
NICKEL
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Matheny table lamp is a sleek and 
classic lighting design. 100% de-
signed and produced in Portugal, 
this tall table lamp goes as high as 
24 inches and it is handmade in 
brass and marble. Its marble base 
can be customized with four differ-
ent types of marble to match the 
gold-plated finish of the body. A 
unique vintage brass table lamp, 
Matheny is a new take on the 
mid-century classics. It is the right 
table lamp for living room ambienc-
es, but it can also be thought of as a 
bedside table lamp, depending on 
the decor of your master bedroom.

CLICK TO SEE MORE

MATHENY
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With a discrete size, Meola table 
lamp is a design by DelightFULL 
that successfully showcases the 
merge between mid-century design 
and the contemporary influences of 
today’s world. It boasts a stunning 
brass body with a nickel plated fin-
ish, and an aluminum-built shade 
lacquered a glossy black on the 
outside and a white matte on the in-
side, so as to not reflect the light in 
an uncomfortable way. This small 
table lamp has the minimalist vibe 
we all look for these days. It works 
beautifully as a bedroom table lamp, 
especially when used as a reading 
light for bed. An easy way to bring 
style into your master bedroom.
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MEOLA

BLACK COPPER BLACK GOLD BLACK NICKEL WHITE GOLD WHITE NICKEL WHITE COPPER
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Miles table lamp is a classic 
mid-century modern table lamp, 
which brings back the sophisticated 
atmosphere of the 50s. It is hand-
made in brass, with an aluminum 
shade. The body has a copper plat-
ed finish for a more contemporary 
look, while the shade is lacquered 
a black matte on the outside and a 
white matte on the inside. It is es-
sentially a copper table lamp that 
casts a soft glaze that will suit your 
modern entryway in the most flatter-
ing way. It also looks stunning when 
put on display as an office lamp, so 
don’t be afraid to try and use it as 
a sophisticated study table lamp.
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MILES

BLACK MATTE 
COPPER GREY 

POWDER

BLACK MATTE 
GOLD POWDER

WHITE MATTE 
COPPER GREY 

POWDER

WHITE MATTE 
GOLD GOLD 

POWDER

WHITE MATTE 
NICKEL GREY 

POWDER

BLACK MATTE 
NICKEL GREY 

POWDER
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Turner art deco table lamp was in-
spired by the electrifying and mem-
orable dance moves of the late pop 
singer. Tuner is a large table lamp 
handmade in brass and aluminum. 
The body has a gold plated finish, 
while the shade was lacquered a 
black matte on the outside and a 
gold powder paint on the inside, so 
as not to create an uncomfortable 
glaze for the user. Its five movable 
arcs can be rotated into the desired 
position, which gives this black ta-
ble lamp a sense of fun, and allows 
you to create the best composition 
to fit your modern home decor. A 
versatile piece, that can be used in 
almost any room of your house, this 
brass desk lamp looks its best when 
placed in a modern home office 
or art deco inspired living room.

CLICK TO SEE MORE

TURNER

BLACK COPPER 
PLATED

BLACK GOLD 
PLATED

WHITE COPPER 
MATTE

WHITE GOLD 
MATTE

WHITE NICKEL 
MATTE

BLACK NICKEL 
PLATED
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